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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The arrival of Indians in North America from Asia some 15.000 
years ago following the last ice age, is a generally accepted premise,^ 
During this epoch movement to the continent began via Siberia, the Bering 
Strait, the Aleutian Islands, and Alaska, Upon coming to America they 
spread southward and eventually inhabited the Southern Hemisphere, With 
the advent of Europeans to the Western Hemisphere around 1500. tli© abor­
iginal population north of Mexico was estimated to be between 1,000,000 
and 3.000,000,^ Under the domination of idiites, the Indians did not fare 
well, for they decreased in numbers and lost their lands. There are now 
about 525.000 indigenes in the United States whose only claim to their 
original territory is found in reservations,3
These reservations were established by the United States Govern­
ment after the Indians were subdued,in exchange for large land concessions. 
Not infrequently, the locations of reservations, along with some condi­
tions of wardship were important cultural factors in the relegation of 
the Indians to an implied status of second class citizenship. This is 
exemplified by the fact that the natives, at least until recently, have
^Harold E, Driver, Indians of North America (Chicago: University 
of Chicago Press, 19^5), p, 4,
^Ibid,, p, 35.
3u, S,, Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of the United 
States: 1968 (89th edition) (Washington: U, S, Government Printing 
Office, 1968), p. 29.
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not been considered seriously as full participants in our society,^
Today there appears to be a resurgence of interest in minority 
groups such as the aborigines. Many citizens are becoming aware that the 
millions of dollars spent with good intent on behalf of the Indians has 
frequently done little to improve their lot. What has been undone in 
many cases cannot be mended. For instance, in this writer’s opinion, the 
return of aboriginal Indian lands as has been mooted occasionally, is out 
of the question. In other ways, however, the native may be helped to 
help himself. Such a step is reflected in the Indian Reorganization Act 
of 1934,^ What assistance may be designed, however, must be based upon 
the concept that the people concerned be full participants in both plan­
ning and execution.
The Lummi Indians of Northwest Washington are one specific abor­
iginal people who are now beginning to receive attention from various 
interested groups. Once prevalent throughout the San Juan Islands, they 
fell under the domination of whites. In the process of being subdued, 
they suffered cultural and economic losses which cannot be recovered. 
Perhaps these may to some extent be substituted by assisting them in 
the process of acculturation. This study offers no solutions, but does 
provide, hopefully, some insight into certain economic changes which are 
occurring among the Lummi Indians in the process of acculturation. This 
in itself justifies the investigation, but also, in some small way, it 
may contribute knowledge of them to others directly responsible for 
efforts to be expended on their behalf,
^Carlos B, Embry, America’s Concentration Camps (New Yorks Van 
Rees Press, 1956), Foreword, ix-xiv; Text, pp, 3-21, 195-229.
William Brandon, The American Heritege Book of Indians (New 
York: Dell Publishing Company, Inc,, 1964), p, 367.
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The Problem
A comparison and contrast of the Lummi Indian economy of north­
west Washington between pre-white culture contact times and the present 
reveals a radical shift in the support base. There has been a decline 
in the traditional sustenance of fishing, and a movement toward indus­
trial occupations as a means of livelihood* These new endeavors are 
spatially oriented away from the reservation. The purpose of this study 
is to confirm this trend and to analyse pertinent causal factors in the 
changing emphasis.
Preceding Works
Studies of individual group)S of North American Indians abound.
Many are primarily oriented to the reconstruction of aboriginal condi­
tions, As well, s<Mie studies of the acculturation process have been made. 
With Northwest Coast Indians ample works exist which attempt to construct 
historic times, but little has been done on acculturation. Unfortunately, 
the concentration of attention upon these peoples has not been evenly dis­
tributed, and emphasis has favored the more northern societies such as 
the Kwakiutl of the British Columbia coast. By way of examples, Ruth 
Benedict’s classical contribution to anthropology devoted one chapter to 
various cultural practices of the tribe, while another author, in this 
case a teacher, recently completed an ethnographic study of a contempo­
rary Kwakiutl village on a small island off the B, C, coast,^
^uth Benedict, Patterns of Culture (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 
1959)t pp. 173-222, Also to be mentioned here is the ethnography of 
Harry F, Wolcott, A Kwakiutl Village and School (New York: Holt, Rinehart 
and Winston, 196?), pp. 132, Other works relevant to the Northwest Coast, 
which supply information valuable in a cultural assessment of these 
p>eoples are: Tom McFeat, Indians of the North Pacific Coast (Seattle: 
University of Washington Press, 196?), pp. 270; Philip Drucker, Cultures 
of the North Pacific Coast (San Francisco, Chandler Publishing Company, 
1965), pp. 243.
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Puget Sound Indians have received little specific attention, possibly be­
cause many groups are small and app)ear less spectacular than their north­
ern neighbors. With urbanization has come the realization that many 
groups have been shattered because of overpowering white impact, and that 
something should be done to at least understand historical times,^ The 
most prominent work in the Puget area is a general ethnography of the 
Sound Indians, emphasizing mainly the Snohomish, the Snuqmlmi and the 
Nisqually, There is some information relevant to the Skykomish and Skagit,
oand occasional references are made to other Puget Sound groups,°
The Lurami Indians, located near Puget Soxind, are one of the tribes 
which make up the Coast Salish, At least three studies have been done by 
ethnographers concerning these Indians, The first is a cultural treatise, 
basically a historical construction. Of the other two works, one forms 
part of a doctoral dissertation on the Coast Salish, while the other 
sketches various cultural and economic changes which have occurred since 
European contact. All three offer valuable background information re­
garding such topics as crafts, economic life, dress and personal care, 
social and religious life,9 So far as is known, there has been no geo­
graphically oriented economic study such as developed in this thesis,
^Smith, M, W, (ed,), Indians in the Urban Northwest (New York; 
Columbia University Press, 19WT7 pp. 370,
%erman Haeberlin and Erna Gunther, The Indians of Puget Sound 
(Seattle: University of Washington Press, 196?), pp. 85.
^The following references are given in order of their mention 
in the paragrajh: B, J, Stern, The Lummi Indians of Northwest Washington 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 193^)* pp. 127; Wayne Prescott 
Suttles, "Economic Life of the Coast Salish of Haro and Rosario Straits," 
(Unpublished Ph, D, Dissertation, Department of Anthropology, University 
of Washington, 1951)* pp. 512; and, Wayne Prescott Suttles, "Post- 
Contact Culture Changes Among the Lummi Indians," B, C, Historical 
Quarterly. XVIII (January to April, 1954), pp, 27-102,
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Methods
Consequently, there was limited previous work upon which to draw 
for this investigation. Except for the library oriented historical and 
geographical research, and the analysis of data such as that supplied by 
the State of Washington, Department of Fisheries, the results of this 
study are the product of field work, ^diich extended intermittently over 
a six month period beginning in July, 1968,
The methods of approach are to some degree reflected by the var­
ious divisions of the treatise. Evidence of the physical geography 
(including the site, climate, and vegetation) and of the historical study 
of human migration and sequent occupation of the region, all of which are 
discussed in Chapter II, was readily obtainable from library sources. 
Chapter III, which traces the historical Lummi fishery, was developed by 
a combination of library research and informant recall. Chapters IV to 
VII, which dwell on current fisheries, their decline, and the native move­
ment into alternative economic endeavors, were based upon the analysis of 
various statistical data and field work which involved inspection of the 
reservation, and interviews with numerous informants. Figuring promi­
nently in the research techniques was the informal interview, the use of 
which incorporated over thirty people, some of whom were contacted sev­
eral times.
Throughout the study many figures are quoted, Scane were based 
upon reliable sources such as the State of Washington, Department of 
Fisheries. It should be kept in mind, however, that much information was 
dependent upon estimation, recall, and inconclusive data, some of which 
appeared to have been gathered by questionable techniques. Thus most 
values and amounts stated are approximations.
CHAPTER II
THE PHYSICAL-CULTURAL SETTING
The Site
The basis for the Lummi Reservation was created by the Treaty of 
Point Elliott (Muckl-te-oh), 1855.^ Under Treaty terms, various coastal 
Indian tribes surrendered their domains, and from these, general pre­
serves were founded. The present T.unnHl Reservation was established fr<Htt 
these lands by executive order, November 22, 1873.^ Lying about six miles 
west of Bellingham, Washington, it forms the most westerly part of the 
Bellingham Lowland in western Whatccwi County, Fringing the reservation 
and lowlands are mountains of the Cascades to the east and south, and 
the Fraser Lowlands to the north. Waters and islands adjacent to the 
reserve include: Lummi Bay, Hale Passage, Bellingham Bay, Lummi Island, 
and the San Juan Islands. Forming part of the eastern margin of the 
reservation is the Nooksack River which, upon reaching the lowlands from 
Mo\int Baker in the Cascade Mountains, debouches into Bellingham Bay,
Once a major distributary of the Nooksack, the Lummi (Red) River enters 
the northeastern sector of the reservation and flows in a southwesterly 
direction across the region to discharge into Lummi Bay, Now effectively 
blocked by dyking at the main river it is little more than a drainage
^C, J, Kappler (comp.), Indian Affairs, Laws and Treaties, Vol, II: 
Treaties (Washington: Government Printing Office, 190^)f pp. 869-673*
%bid,. Vol, I: Laws, p, 917.
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ditch for the surrounding area through which it passes.
The area of the reservation is approximately 12,500 acres, A 
perusal of Appendix I reveals, however, that much of the land has been 
alienated either by direct sale or leasing. Approximately 40 percent 
has been removed frc»& Lunni control by sale, tdiile an additional 20 per­
cent has been leased to whites as farmland,^
The reservation has four distinct jAysiographic units: the Lumrai 
Peninsula and Portage Island (Point Frances); the Nooksack and Lummi 
River flood plains; the southern extension of Mountain View Upland; and 
Sandy Point,^ Surface relief, which is uncomplicated, bears a distinct 
relationship with the several soils found in the area. The interrela­
tionship of these may be found by the inspection of Figure 1,
The highest lands reaching a maximum elevation slightly in ex­
cess of 200 feet are found on the northwestern part of the reservation, 
the central portion of the peninsula, and on Portage Island, Soils of 
these three locations are composed of till and recessional outwash of the 
geologically recent Vashon glaciation, a grey, blue, hard, intimate mix­
ture of clay, silt, sand, and gravel. These were created some 10,000 to 
15,000 years ago during the Pleistocene epoch. Flanking the till and 
recessional outwash, and merging with the Nooksack and Lummi river flood 
plains are two small areas of recessional outwash of the Vashon glacia-
^Interview with Mr, Forrest Kinley, Community Action Program 
Director, Lummi Indian Reserve, July, 1968, Further, in an interview with 
Mr, Harlow Nasewytema, Officer of Tenure and Management, B, I, A,,
Everett, in January, 1969, the importance of the alienation was stressed, 
and a map showing the current land disposition was placed at the author *s 
disposal,
^State of Washington, Department of Conservation, Division of 
Water Resources, Water Supply Bulletin No, 12, Water Resources of the 
Nooksack River Basin (And Cer'Uin Adjacent Streams) (Olympia: State 
Printing Press, i960), pp, 4-6,
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Adapted from W.H. Pierson
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tion, composed of sand, clay, silt, and gravel. In these regions heights 
range from approximately twenty to sixty feet. The lowest elevations, 
generally under twenty feet, coincide with the flood plains. Here is de­
posited alluvial soil, a mixture of clay, silt, peat, sand, and gravel, 
which lies in an arc north of the peninsula, stretching from Lummi Bay 
to Bellingham Bay, Fringing the entire littoral of the reservation are 
strands of sand and gravel, most glacially deposited, and rearranged by 
tidal action,^
Climate
Bellingham, Washington, situated near the reserve has, according 
to Trewartha (1968), a Temperate Oceanic Climate (Do) which is described 
as follows:
D: 4 to 7 months inclusive over 50°F (lOoC)
o: Oceanic or marine: cold month over 32®F (0®C) [to 36®F (2oc) 
in some locations inland]
Influenced in winter by the moist westerlies and cyclonic storm 
activity, and in the summer by the stable air of the Hawaiian subtropical 
high pressure cell, it is characterized by mild winters, warm summers, 
and summer drought. Neither diurnal or annual temperature ranges are 
great. For instance, the January daily minimum average is 28,9®F while 
the maximum is 43,1°F; the July maximum is 73#3°F and the minimum 47,7®F. 
Bellingham with an annual average tffljiperature of 48,9°F has a January 
average temperature of 36°F and a July average of 60,5°F, The city has 
an annual precipitation of 32,64 inches, which displays a distinct
^Ibid., Supplemental map entitled. Geologic Map of the Nooksack 
River Basin (And Certain Adjacent Streams).
^G, T, Trewartha, An Introduction to Climate (3rd ed, rev,; New 
York: McGraw-Hill, 1968), p, 250,
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seasonal variation, December, the wettest month, has a precipitation of* 
4,7 inches, while the driest months, July and August, both have 1 inch 
of rainfall. The climatic characteristics of Bellingham are well illus­
trated by Figure 2, and because of its proximity to the reservation,
n
trtily reflects the climate there,'
COuI
CJ
z
o
H<
4 0.
o
2 ^ ^ ocOl
A- MEAN DAILY MAXIMUM TEMP. (59.2° F) 
B- MEAN ANNUAL TEMP. (48.9°F)
C- MEAN DAILY MINIMUM TEMP. (38.5° F)
MEAN ANNUAL PRECIP. (32.63 IN.)
FIG.2 CLIMAGRAPH - BELLINGHAM, WASHINGTON
Vegetation
The original vegetation of the Bellingham Lowland and Lummi Penin­
sula consisted of West Coast Marine Forest, the principal species of 
which was Douglas fir. Rising in height to over 200 feet, and over six 
feet in diameter at the base, these trees accounted for more than 90
^U, S,, Department of Commerce Weather Bureau (in cooperation 
with the Bellingham Chamber of Commerce), Climatography of the United 
States, No, 20-45, Climatological Summary—Station: Bellingham, Wash­
ington, R60-12, n, d.
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percent of the original timber volume. Two other important species were 
hemlock and western red cedar. Scattered in lowland areas were forests
o
of aspen and alder.° Today the areas have virtually no commercial tim­
ber left. All that remains on the Lummi reservation is predominantly a 
mixture of red alder, vine maple, white birch, and willow. The northern 
portion of the preserve in the Nooksack and Lummi River flood plains has 
been devoted to crop farming,^
The fertility of the land, the general topographic nature of the 
region, and forests were reflected upon by a writer in The Coast 
(July, 1902):
The country around is rich and abundant in resources. Here 
are acres of rich and fertile soil well adapted to agriculture, 
fruit-raising, and dairying. Valuable forests extend over hills 
and valleys,
Flooding, A Specific Problem
Although there is relatively little recorded information on the 
occurrence of floods in the Nooksack River Basin, they are known to have 
occ\irred since before the turn of the century. The earliest major inun­
dation of this area appears to have occurred about 189^, and since that 
time about six notably destructive ones have been recorded. Minor flood­
ings are frequent. Almost without exception, the most destructive over­
flows happen during winter, and are characterized by peaks of relatively 
high magnitude and short duration. They are caused primarily by rainfall.
H. Pierson, The Geography of the Bellingham Lowland, Washington 
(Chicago: Department of Geography, University of Chicago, 1953)»
pp, 81-82.
9lbid,
^^’l^tcom and Fairhaven,” The Coast, July, 1902, p. 186.
r
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I occasionally augmented by snowmelt. There is little doubt that the
removal of the forest cover intensifies the runoff.
The repercussions of the phenomenon for this study are the tem­
porary displacement of the Indians who live along the river, and the 
damage done to fish spawn. A classic example of these consequences 
occurred in 1969. On January 5* the Nooksack River, swollen by ice and 
snowmelt, and its egress impeded by debris piled immediately upstream from 
the new bridge under construction at Marietta, broke through the dykes.
Flooding was extensive enough to inundate an estimated 70 percent of the 
Nooksack and Lurami River flood plain to a depth of several feet. In 
the town of Marietta, immediately east of the reservation, assessments of 
water depth ran between four and six feet. Damage was severe enough for 
Western Whatcom County to be declared a disaster area by the Small Busi­
ness Administration, thus making long term, low interest funds available 
to those who were eligible.A number, however, were not and received 
emergency aid through the Red Cross, Damage to the salmon spawn, es­
pecially that of the chum species is unknown, but according to Washington 
State Fisheries Department officials interviewed in January, it is ex­
pected to be high.
Having examined the physical framework of the reservation, its 
site, climate, vegetation, and a special problem of flooding, attention
^^State of Washington, Department of Conservation, Division of 
Water Resources, Water Resources..., pp, 95“98,
^^Information supplied by the U, S, Department of Agriculture,
Soil Conservation Service, Bellingham, January, 19^9.
^^In order to be eligible for a loan from the S, B, A,, one 
must demonstrate the ability to repay the debt. This precludes anyone 
on welfare, and consequently many of the Indians, Interview with Mr,
M. S, Caver, Loan Officer, S, B. A,, and Mrs, Corrine Barnes, Manager,
Whatcom County Chapter, American Red Cross, January, 1969,
iiiiiiliftT . U
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will now be focussed upon the historical occupation of the area by the 
people who are the main concern of this investigation, the Lurami Indians,
The People
The Coast Salish peoples inhabited regions of southern British 
Columbia and western Washington lying along inland waterways. According 
to Buttles (195^) these aborigines formed a "social continuum" that ex­
tended from northern Georgia Strait to southern Puget Sound, and possibly 
beyond. Within their region, sub-cultural classifications larger than 
the tribe could be distinguished. One such group Suttles named the 
"Straits Division of the Coast Salish," To this association belonged the 
Lummi,^^ The Straits Division could be distinguished from the other 
coastal groups by two characteristics. The first, was speech, a dialect 
which differed slightly from others of the Coast Salish, Second, and 
most important was the main subsistence activity, the catching of salmon, 
particularly sockeye. The annual Fraser River run provided the most im­
portant sockeye harvest. Tribes associated with the Lurami through ex­
tended kinship were the Saraish and Seraiahmoo of the Washington mainland, 
and the Sooke, Songish, and Saanich of southeastern Vancouver Island,
By legend, the Lummi were descendents of aborigines who once lived 
only on the San Juan Islands, Three stories were told of their arrival 
at the present peninsular location, the most common account of which cen­
tered upon retribution for a murder, A warrior of the Swallah, people 
located on East Sound, Orcas Island, received a spirit to kill all but a
^^ayne Prescott Suttles, "Post-Contact Cult\ire Changes Among the 
Lurami Indians," B, C, Historical Quarterly, XVIII (January to Auril. 
1954), pp. 29-31':
^Sibld.
14
few Skalakhans (people located on the Liiinini Peninsula) who had been 
accused of murdering his brother. The surviving Skalakhans gave to this 
hero and his descendants the Nooksack River on which to construct a sal­
mon weir, ’’whereupon people established themselves upon what is now the
1 f)reservation.”^
Consequently, immediately prior to European contact, the tribe’s 
territorial extent as shown in Figure 3 consisted of the region asso­
ciated with their customary geographical dispersion throughout the San 
Juan Islands, and the peninsula which had become their winter location and 
principal base. This native domain was documented by Suttles (1951) sis 
follows:
The territory of the Lummi included a few miles of mainland 
shoreline and about half the area of the San Juan Islands. In the 
islands it included the northern and eastern shores of San Juan 
Island (facing Spieden and San Juan Channels), the western and 
northern shores of Lopez Island (facing San Juan, Upright, and 
Harney Channels), all of Shaw and Orcas Island, possibly Waldron 
Island, possibly the northern shores of Blakely Island, the small­
er islands northeast of Orcas, and Lummi Island. And on the main­
land it included the shore from Point Whitehorn or Cherry Point to 
Chuckanut Bay and inland as far as Lake Terrell in the northwest 
and perhaps the outlet of Lake Whatcom in the southeast, and in 
the center the mouths of the Nooksack River and its course up to 
a spot just below Ferndale.^7
^%bid.. p. 51.
^"^Wayne Prescott Suttles, ’’Economic Life of the Coast Salish of 
Haro and Rosario Straits,” (Unpublished Ph. D. dissertation. Department 
of Anthropology, University of Washington, 1951), p. 33.
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CHAPTER in
EARLY ECONOMIC SUPPCRT: FRE-CULTURAL 
CONTACT FISHERIES
This chapter outlines briefly the fisheries as they existed prior 
to the extensive European contact of the 1850*s, from location, fishing 
seasons, methods and catch volume, to preservation and distribution.
Similar to other tribes of the northwest Pacific coast the Lummi 
had, before white contact, developed a subsistence economy based upon 
fishing, hunting, and gathering. As mentioned previously, they were pri­
marily fish eaters whose principal food was salmon. Other fish which 
supplemented their diet included halibut, cod, herring, and flounder.
Harvest Locations
To exploit this natural resoiirce, strategically located village 
sites were built throughout tribal territory, Suttles (1951) listed nine 
teen places which seemed to have more or less enjoyed permanent occupa­
tion, These locations which are listed below, are shown in Figure 3, 
page 15:
(1) Mitchell Bay, San Juan Island, (2) Open Bay, Henry Island,
(3) Garrison and Wescott Bays, San Juan Island, (4) ”The Fitzhugh 
Place,” north shore, San Juan Island, opposite Spieden Island,
(5) West Sound, Orcas Island, (6) East Sound, Orcas Island, (?) 
Rosario, Orcas Island, (8) Olga, Orcas Island, (9) Flat (”Sandy”) 
Point, Lopez Island, (10) Gooseberry Point, Lummi Indian Reserve,
(11) north end of ”The Portage,” north of Portage Island, Lummi 
Indian Reserve, (12) south end of ”The Portage,” (13) Lummi River, 
about three miles above its mouth, (14) one mile above the mouth 
of the Lummi River, (15) a creek that flows into the river from 
the east below Tennant Lake, (16) mouth of Squalicum Creek, (1?) a 
site just north of Fish Point, (18) a site on Lummi Bay below the
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mouth of Smuggler*8 Slough, (19) Marietta,^
Dispersed among the islands and the mainland were reef net sites. 
Also shown in Figure 3 are the seven traditional places noted by B, J. 
Stern (193^):
(1) Point Roberts (Tceltenum), (2) Village Point on Lummi Island,
(3) Bee Station north of Sandy Point on Lopez Island (Xwitcosang),
(4) a point on Orcas Island south of Freeman Island (Xoxalos),
(5) in Upright Channel south of Shaw Island (Xwitcosang), (6) a 
point on Lopez Island opposite Lopez (Sxoletc), (7) Point Doughty 
on Orcas Island (Tlqwoloqs).^
These sites were significant, for besides being notable family 
possessions as a source of prestige and wealth, they were a means by which 
food was distributed. The leader chose the annual participants, who were 
usually family members, for the reef net operation. Each man to share in 
the fish catch was responsible for supplying one or more net sections, 
and his portion was awarded accordingly.
Fishing locations are owned by members of families who secure 
their rights through inheritance. These men, who usually act as 
captains of the canoes, choose those who participate in the season’s 
activities. The men who they choose must each furnish the sections 
of the net, and the share to which each is entitled is in propor­
tion to the net furnished. The owner of the location hires skilled 
hunters to gather provisions which he furnishes to his helpers during 
the fishing season, A particular way of allotting the fish after 
the haul must be observed out of respect to the fish. Ten piles of 
fish are made for the ten men participating and as the catch is dis­
tributed, the captain must count, ”one-one,” ’’two-two,” ’’three-three,” 
and so on repeating each number up to ten as he deposits ten fish 
in each pile before he goes on to the next one. After he has dropped 
ten fish in each of the piles, he begins with the first one again, 
until the entire catch is allotted. The fish are distributed after 
each haul until each person participating obtains his share. Then 
the rest of the fish, comprising the largest portion, belong to 
the owner of the location. No matter how early in the season a 
person obtains his share, he must continue in the party until the 
season which extends through July and August is over,3
^Suttles, "Economic Life of the Coast Salish,,,,” pp, 36-40*
^Bernard J, Stern, The Lummi Indians of Northwest Washington 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1934), p. 126,
3lbid,. p, 46,
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The Fishing Season
The anniial Migration for food began in the spring when people left 
the winter base at Lumoi for the San Jxian Islands to troll for spring 
salmon, jig for halibut and cod, rake herring, dig clams and camas bulbs, 
and hunt deer. In June and July the natives moved to reef net locations 
to profit from the sockeye run.
During September and October the Lummi began to move back to the 
peninsTila, fishing on the way for chum (dog salmon), pinks (humpies), and 
coho (silvers). Once located on the mainland, attention was focussed on 
the weirs situated on the Luomi and Nooksack Rivers, In preparation for 
the fall salmon runs, repairs were effected to old structures, and new 
ones were built.
Methods
Fishing techniques varied with the species sought. Halibut, stur­
geon, and cod were caught by jigging. This consisted of lowering a line 
to the bottom with a baited hook attached, and then jerking it up and 
down. Smelts and herring were taken with rakes (long sticks inset with 
rows of sharp bone), close mesh nets, and weirs. Reference is also made 
to the fact that smelt were plentiful enough to be shovelled aboard a 
canoe with a paddle,^ Flounders were usually harpooned near mud-bottomed 
shores, Salmon were harvested by several methods depending mainly upon 
location. Because of the importance of the quantities of salmon caught, 
the two most important methods, the reef net and salmon weir, merit 
special consideration.
‘*Ibld.. p. i49.
buttles, "Economic Life of the Coast Sallsh...," p. 128.
n [iiiiife|- 'i .1
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The reef net was an ingenious invention which at one time was,
”a favorite device of the Puget sound M natives for catching sockeye 
salmon,”^ It was made principally of nettles and willow sapling bark. 
With these the Indians spun twine of varying thicknesses, and then made 
a net about twenty-five feet in width and forty feet in length. Ropes 
were made from cedar withes. This was done by taking the withes which 
had been procured from swampy areas, and steaming them with water heated 
by hot rocks. After the fibres had been sufficiently softened, they were 
twisted into substantial ropes. These were used primarily as the main 
lines and anchor ropes. The remaining equipment consisted of two canoes, 
two logs about the same length as the canoes, heavy stone anchors, other 
miscellaneous weights, markers, and kelp,*^ A model, similar to the 
description is shown in Figure 4,
The operation of the reef net was simple and effective. First, 
once on location at a reef or shoal, the logs at the shoreward end were 
attached to the heavy stones by about 100 feet of rope. At the offshore 
end of each timber a main line led off, about fifty feet in length, di­
verging from the other by about 45 degrees. To each of these were fas­
tened stalks of kelp, or lines, of increasing lengths, the shortest being 
at the canoe end, so as to form a slope. These were weighted with stones. 
At the end of each diverging main line was a marker. Thus all the lines 
and rope could be manipulated in such a way that in the tide, the logs, 
with the aid of additional anchors dropped about twenty feet on the out­
side of each one, were held over the reef about twenty feet apart from 
one another. The floor of the apparatus consisted of a series of trans-
^J, A, Kerr, "The Siwash Reef Net," Pacific Fisherman Yearbook, 
1917, pp. 60-61.
"^Ibid.
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of the ceremony attached to the first reef net catch of the sockeye sea­
son is to be found in Appendix II*
The weir, similar to that shown in Figure 5# was a form of river 
barricade. It was another imaginative contrivance. Although structures 
varied in detail, a basic form dominated. Staging was erected by driving 
a series of poles into the stream bed. To these were fastened transverse 
stringers, one of which stretched across the stream from bank to bank 
forming a walkway. Latticework attached to the poles and stringers ex­
tended from the crosspieces to the stream bottom, allowing the free pass­
age of water, but blocking the upstream migration of salmon. Small holes 
allowed the fish to pass through this restriction into pens or traps, 
from whence they were removed by dip net, harpoon, or gaff,^ The illus­
tration of Philip Drucker (1965) suggests complete stream blockage,^® 
However, according to one Lummi informant, the native weirs only par­
tially crossed the Nooksack River, for it carried considerable debris 
which piled up against the screen, not only making complete interception 
impossible, but also threatening disastrous consequences for the weir. 
Consequently, it was necessary to construct several works at strategic 
intervals to reap the desired harvest,
Catch Volume
There is little doubt that salmon were plentiful in the Pacific 
Northwest, as illustrated in the following statement by Netboy (1968):
Robert Emmett Hawley, Skee Mus or Pioneer Days on the Nooksack 
(Bellingham, Washington: Miller and Southerlen Printing Company, 19^5)* 
pp, 43-44,
^^^ilip Drucker, Cultures of the North Pacific Coast (San 
Francisco: Chandler Publishing Company, 1965), p. 14,
^^Interview with Mr, Forrest Kinley, July, 1968,
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Fig. 5.—A weir, similar to that constructed by the Lummi, Note 
that the Lummi weirs did not extend completely across the river as this 
one appears to. The picture was taken on the Cowichan River, Vancouver 
Island, British Columbia, No date available, |
Craig and Hacker, in their classic study, "The History and devel­
opment of the Fisheries of the Columbia River," estimate that the 
Indian population of the Pacific Northwest in the early Nineteenth 
Century was about 50»000, If every man, woman, and child consumed |
one pound of salmon per day—a not unreasonable assumption—the 
annual catch was at least 18 million po ds,i
How many fish the Lummi took from local waters in early times is 
unknown, for before 1935 no record was kept of their catch. However, an 
annual subsistence harvest weight was appraised based upon the use of the 
animal as food. Two figures were used in the calculation: (1) the Com­
missioner of Indian Affairs Lummi population figure for 1875 of 600,
(2) the Craig and Hacker quoted estimated Indian daily intake of one
^%nthony Netboy, 
(January, 1968), p. 30.
"Salmon Face an Atomic Age," American Forests, 47
L
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pound of salmon per person per day,From these two sources, an approx­
imate total consumption of 200,000 pounds per annum was derived. If, as 
suggested by informant Mr, A1 Charles, six hundred Lummi is an under­
estimation, then it is not unreasonable to assume an ultimate subsis­
tence consumption in the neighborhood of 300,000 pounds,To this, of 
course, would have to be added unknown amounts to be reserved for feasts 
and trade.
Fish Preservation
The catch was preserved several ways. Although in the spring and 
summer, some smoking was done, halibut, herring, and salmon were generally 
dried. They were cut open, and either were placed on drying racks to be 
sun cured, or were skewered to be dehydrated by means of an open fire. 
Herring eggs, ingeniously gathered with the aid of cedar branches, were 
also dried for later consumption. The fall salmon catch was generally 
smoked, using especially constructed "smokehouses,” A description of such 
a building, typical of that constructed by the Lummi, is to be found in 
Appendix IH,
Because they were small, smelt were dried or smoked uncut. Appar­
ently the eulachon smelt, the oil of which was so important to the more 
northern tribes was not caught, at least in quantity, by the Lummi. Mr. 
Kinley seemed unaware of the rendering process as described by Drucker 
(1965), and the November run of the Nooksack River smelt mentioned by the 
informant does not conform in time with the normal eulachon run on the
S,, Secretary of the Interior, Annual Report of the Commis­
sioner of Indian Affairs for 1875 (Washington: Government Printing 
Office, 1875), p. 118.
^^nterview with Mr, A1 Charles, December, 1968.
Fraser River from March to June
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Disposal
Disposal of the catch satisfied the needs of a subsistence economy. 
Most of the fish such as halibut, herring, and salmon, which were not con­
sumed immediately were dried or smoked and stored for winter use, and pot­
latch feasts. Some of the preserved food was traded with inland groups. 
The extent of this traffic, however, has not been fully ascertained. 
Nothing has been written of Lumnd trade, but some mention of general Coast 
Salish activity gives an idea of goods exchanged by coastal tribes,
Drucker mentioned the fact that coastal groups in general sought, “dressed 
deer and moose hides, ermine pelts, tailored skin clothing, coppers, and 
possibly jadeite for celt blades.Suttles (1951) suggested that the 
dried clams, salmon, woven root hats, cedar-bark mats and sea-lion gut of 
the Coast Salish were bartered with interior Indians up the Fraser and 
Skagit Rivers for coiled baskets, and a few fibres or grasses. The nego­
tiation of dried salmon for iron, copper, and blue beads was another trade 
possibility,17 Mr. Kinley suggested the interchange of Lummi caught sal­
mon with the Yakima for arrowhead material and buckskin.
l^Interview with Mr, Dale Ward, Supervisor, Fisheries Statistics, 
Washington State Department of Fisheries, Olympia, January, 1969.
^^Drucker, Cultures.,,, p, 110,
^^Suttles, “Economic Life of the Coast Salish,,,," pp, 318-319,
CHAPTER IV
CURRENT LUMMI FISHERIES
Location
One of the most significant featiires of the current Lummi fish­
eries is the confined area within which it functions. For a variety of 
reasons the island locations and traditional techniques have been aban­
doned, Although Chapter V, The Decline of the Lummi Salmon Fishery, deals 
in depth with the areal contraction and technological changes within the 
traditional economic mainstay, a brief mention of certain outstanding fac­
tors here affords an appreciation of the present area of operations.
By the 1890*s Europeans were competing intensively with the natives 
for the available salmon resource. Subsequently, certain basic changes 
commenced in the native activity. One such transformation was brought 
about by the introduction of the fish trap. Because white fish traps 
were bigger, better built, and more efficient than reef nets, they could 
be strategically placed to block the approaches and intercept the fish. 
Under such circumstances the nets could no longer produce an adequate 
yield, and consequently, reef netting began to disappear as a principal 
Indian fishing technique.
Another significant modification to the Lummi economy, coinciding 
with the decline of reef netting was the loss of traditional harvest sites. 
During the decline of reef netting, net locations slipped from Lummi con­
trol partially through abandonment, and partially through inability to
25
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legally defend them.^
The principal native workboat was the canoe, some twenty-five feet 
in length, and propelled by a combination of oar, paddle, and sail. These 
dugouts, illustrated in Figure 6, (as well as being employed for fishing 
the island sites and river mouth) were used in inter-island and coastwise 
transportation. After about 1900 these boats were gradually replaced by 
a number of other vessel types, one of the more recent and most important 
being the purse seine boat. The acquisition of a purse seine fleet, which 
reached its height in the 1950*s, was important for the Lummi, for to some 
extent it compensated for the loss of reef net sites, by allowing the In­
dians to maintain participation in the fisheries of the San Juan Islands, 
However, the attempt at purse seining proved abortive, and today the na­
tives own no purse seine vessels.
For these principal reasons, the Lummi fishery is almost exclu­
sively restricted to the Nooksack River below Marietta, and the shores of 
the Lummi Peninstila, Few fish outside these areas.
Methods
As in aboriginal times, salmon form the most important species 
fished, Chinook (king) salmon are caught from April through September;
^Suttles, ’’Post-Contact Culture Changes.,.,” p, 72, Suttles did 
not explain what he meant by ’’legally,” Waters in Washington State come 
under the jurisdiction of the State legislature, and with them, the allo­
cation of reef net sites. These are outlined in the Revised Code of 
Washington, 1965 Supplement under Title 75» Food and Shellfish, Chapter 
75.12, Taking of Foodfish, Shellfish, 1955. pp. 6-19, Since 1915 when 
reef net licenses were first issued, they have been distributed only to 
individuals, not locations, Indians on the other hand, require no such 
licenses. In addition, Indians claim right to their traditional sites 
by virtue of Article 4 of the Treaty of Point Elliott, 1855. which accords 
the native, ’’The right of taking fish at usual and accustomed grounds and 
stations...” This may be found in Kappler, Indian Affairs.... Vol, II 
Treaties, p, 67O, Thus the state of affairs stands, and is at present 
a sensitive issue with the Lummi,
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coho (silvers) are harvested frcxn late August to late November; chum (dog 
salmon) are taken during November and December; and pinks (humpies) are 
gilled during the odd-year interval in late November, Steelhead salmon 
are captured from late November through March, Smelt are netted in Novem­
ber, and herring reaped during the spring and early summer. Because of 
the loss of the reef net sites and the purse seine fleet, sockeye salmon 
are no longer caught by the Lummi in great quantity. Clams are now not 
important in the native economy; however, a small crab business is 
flourishing.^
Fig* 6,—An Indian canoe, typical of the ones used in early fishing, 
B, N, McDonough, an early store keeper who is mentioned in the text, is 
seated second from the right. This pictiire was taken circa 1880,
The principal fishing gear used by the Lumird is the gill net, and it
1968,
^Interview with Mr, Don Lewis, fish buyer. Marietta. December,
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is employed several ways. One technique features the use of gill net 
boats, similar to that shown in Figures 7 and 8, They are from 25 to 30 
feet in length, and carry up to 300 fathoms of net, 70 to 120 feet in 
depth,^ Reservation Indians own two such vessels, one of which operates 
in the Bellingham Bay vicinity.
In recent years, there have never been more than a few such ves­
sels, the reasons for idiich are not fully understood. Some considera­
tions, however, are worth advancing. When Lummi commercial fishing began 
to expand after World War II, a native preference was shown for purse 
seining. Evidently idien some of the leading fishermen chose these vessels, 
others followed suit. Again, many of the problems which decimated the 
purse seiners applied as well to the gill netters,^ In addition, the na­
ture of the area now fished by the Indians contains an important disad­
vantage for this type of vessel. Because the fishery is river oriented, 
the draft and maneuverability of these craft make them unsuited to the 
narrow channelled, debris-infested waters of the lower Nooksack River,
In their place, the natives have developed a smaller, cheaper ves­
sel, better adapted to river conditions—the sixteen foot roller-equipped 
skiff, powered by an outboard motor of from fifteen to twenty-five horse­
power, Examples of these, along with river conditions, are to be found 
in Figures 9 and 10,
In truth it is a modification, completed by the end of World War 
II, of the previously described canoe. Each boat is equipped with about 
four nets of different mesh sizes to cope with the various salmon species,
interview with Mr, Forrest Kinley, July, 1968,
^he specific problems of the Lummi purse seine fleet are dis­
cussed in depth in Chapter V, The Decline of the Liammi Fishery.
■ i
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Fig. 8.—Same gill net boat showing drum and rollers. Drum holds 
approximately 300 fathoms of net.
30
Fig, 9.—A portion of the Nooksack River west bank showing l6*
skiffs.
Fig, 10,—The Nooksack River near Marietta, Washington, River 
debris may be seen in the background.
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These nets reach a depth of about ten feet, and vary in length up to 150 
fathoms,^ With the aid of data supplied by the Washington State Depart­
ment of Fisheries, it is possible to estimate that between seventy and 
eighty such skiffs operate on the Nooksack River below Marietta, and on 
the tidal flats. Fully equipped, the purchase price of a new operation 
costs between $1500 and $2000, If the fisherman builds his own and buys 
a used outboard motor, this price is reduced.
These boats are employed in what is the most popular use of the 
gill net, "drifting.” In this operation, the net is stretched U-shape 
across the river, with the skiff on one end and a marker on the other. 
This is accomplished by paying out the net as the boat goes upstream be­
side one bank of the river, and then across, and down the other side.
Once the desired length of net is payed out, the entire assembly is 
allowed to float downstream. In this way, fish passing upstream are 
gilled as they hit the net. Drifting rights are established on a first- 
come-first-serve basis. Each person goes to a particular drift location 
and awaits his turn to "plug in,"^
Another method of fishing involving the use of the gill net is 
called "staking," A stake set, in effect, is a modified fish trap. Up 
to twenty of these are in operation on the reservation, along the eastern 
shores of Lummi Peninsula, Looked at from above, the stake operation 
appears umbrella-like to the observer, A series of poles, which can be
^Interview and fishing trip with Mr, Sam Finkbonner, Lummi fisher­
man, November, 1968,
%jetter from Mr, Dale Ward, Supervisor, Fisheries Statistics,
State of Washington, Department of Fisheries, October 29, 1968,
"^Interview and fishing trip with Mr. Sam Finkbonner, November,
1968,
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up to 22 feet long, and driven by hand ^ feet into the mud, reach out 
from shore. Suspended from the poles of this ’’lead” are the nets which 
are held below the water surface by the use of a lead line. On the shore­
ward end of the ’’lead” is the ’’hook”, simply a few poles and net so 
arranged as to deflect any fish close to the beach back into the ’’lead,” 
Arranged in a semi-circle beyond the offshore end of the ’’lead” is another 
series of poles and nets called the ”pot”. At either end of this arc is 
another hook. In the operating process, the fish swim into the ’’lead;” 
those that are not gilled here work their way along to the ”pot” where 
they are caught in the net. The fisherman, using the skiff as a tender, 
then raises the net and extricates the fish. Specific locations are des­
ignated, and ’’staking” rights, like those of ’’drifting”, are established
odaily on a first-ccane-first-serve basis,°
Because of its efficiency, so the Indians claim, the natives who 
’’stake” apparently do better than their counterparts who ’’drift” on the 
river. It should be observed, however, that a number of fishermen prac­
tice both methods.
The river may be fished twenty-four hours a day during the fishing 
season, which coincides roughly with that laid down by the Washington 
State Department of Fisheries, In addition, there are rules specified by 
the Lummi Business Council, As revealed in Appendix IV, for example, in 
1968 the river had a closed period from 4:00 p, m, on Friday, to 4:00 p, m, 
Sunday, Further, ’’staking” times differed from those on the river, for 
besides observing the weekend closures, fishing was restricted to daytime,
^Interview with Mr. Sam Cagey, Vice Chairman, Liunmi Business 
Council, October, 1968.
Nets which were set during daylight, were to be removed at sunset,^
Purse seining is practiced by several reservation Luinini, Two men 
skipper company boats and fish in waters outside of Bellingham Bay: one 
of these bottom fishes during the winter. Both captains hire Indian 
crews, but few of these are employed all year. Commercial trolling is no 
longer of any consequence in the Lummi economy.
Harvest Characteristics
Figure 11 illustrates graphically the salmon landings for Puget 
Sound and for the Lummi Indian Nooksack River-Bellingham Bay areas. The 
Nooksack River region is by far the greatest source of salmon to the na­
tives, and the landings also figure in the Puget Sound total. Thus a com­
parison and contrast of the two landings highlights the characteristics of 
the principal Indian fish catch. One feature shared by both is the highly 
erratic nature of the harvests, a reflection of the yearly fluctuations of 
the salmon runs, which are exaggerated by the ’’boom and bust” pink flows.
In contrast, three j>oints are to be observed. First, there is little cor­
relation between the yearly cycles of the two hauls. Second, whereas the 
Lummi statistics exhibit a slight overall increase in the Indian catch, 
the Puget Sound data, since 1953f reveal a distinct decline in landings. 
Finally, the small pjercentage of the Indian harvest compared to the entire 
Puget Sound landing must be mentioned—approximately 2 p)ercent of the total, 
in 1966, Washington State Department of Fisheries officials intimate that 
the erratic Lummi harvest, as indeed with that of the rest of the State, 
is being maintained by a combination of: p)eriodic closures and gear re­
strictions on the Sound, the recent success of hatchery techniques, and
33
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PUGET SOUND SALMON LANDINGS 1935-1966
LUMMI-NOOKSACK RIVERS/ BELLINGHAM BAY 
SALMON LANDINGS 1935-1966
SALMON LANDINGS - 1935-1966
SOURCE: WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF
FISHERIES, 1966 FISHERIES STATISTICAL
REPORT. fig. 11
i
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the direct plantings of fry into the Nooksack River and its tributaries. 
Harvest Quantity and Value
The Luifimi fishery harvest consists of two quantities: those taken 
on the river and in Bellingham Bay, and those caught outside these regions. 
As revealed in Table 1, based on 196? figtires, the river spring to fall 
fishery yielded 485,882 pounds of salmon valued at $129,659.^^ To this 
amount must be added the winter steelhead. Although no definite landings 
statistics have been kept since I960, Department of Fisheries officials 
calculate that about 1500 steelhead per year are taken from the river.
These fish weigh approximately ten pounds each, and in 196?, fetched an 
average price of $,40 per pound from fish buyers. On this basis, 15,000 
pounds yielded $6000 to Lummi fishermen.
The two remaining amounts to be evaluated are those landings of the 
two purse seine vessels, and the two gill net boats. Again, based on fig­
ures quoted by fisheries officials, $45,000 was grossed by reservation 
Indians through purse seine operations in 196?, while gill net activities 
earned $10,000,
In total, then, the gross value to the Lummi of the 196? salmon 
fishery, for all sources, was nearly $191*000,
Catch Disposition
The Indian salmon landings reach the market via several routes.
The total catch taken by gill netters and purse seiners from outside 
waters is sold directly to on-site buyers, who in turn dispose of their
^9a.11 statistical evidence, and much of the information related to 
the disposition of the Lummi fish catch was supplied by Mr, Dale Ward, 
Because of the nature of some of the information, figures arrived at are 
approximations. For example, fish weights are estimates.
TABLE 1
LUMMI INDIAN NCX)ICSACK RIVER AND 
BELLINGHAM BAY FISH CATCH 
IN NUMBERS OF FISH
1967
Chinook Chum Pink Coho Total
Number of fish 7,56^ 11.577 17,008 13,410 49.569
Average fish 
weight in pounds 20 12 6 7
Total weight 
in pounds 151,280 138.684 102,048 93.870 485,882
Price per pound 
to fishermen* ,414 .172 .137 .311
Total average 
catch value in 
dollars 62,630 23,854 13.981 29.194 129,659
♦Values are for Puget So\ind Indian salmon landings only.
Source: Lxirami salmon landings and fish prices were supplied by 
Mr, Dale Ward in personal correspondence dated October 29, 1968,
cargos to canneries. Of the spring-to-fall fish taken by reservation In­
dians, about 80 percent is dispensed to two principal buyers, located on 
or near the reservation. These buyers then vend to various fish companies 
in Bellingham such as Bornstein Seafoods Incorporated and Bellingham Fish 
Conpany, Incorporated, Fish prices to the buyer in the city vary, but the 
following range for 1968 was suggested by one Bellingham concern:
Coho 25-^0 cents per pound
Chinook 25-70 ” ” ’*
Pink 20 ” " »* *
Chum 15-23 " ” "
♦Price quoted is for I967 pink, I968 is the off-year for the catch.
Information supplied by the Bellingham Fish Company Incorporated, 
November, I968.
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The price received by the fishermen is affected by several factors. 
First is the fish condition. Frequently river caught fish have begun to 
deteriorate and change color, thus acquiring a dark unattractive appear­
ance which detracts from the full price potential. Further, reservation 
buyers charge a small haulage fee, approximately two cents per pound. 
Consequently, should a fisherman choose to deal directly with the buyer, 
he must pay the price. Additionally, there appears to be a locational 
factor. Frequently by the time fish are ascending the river, the local 
market is being satisfied to a degree by supplies caught outside the Bay, 
Because of the effect of supply and demand, there is a depression of fish 
prices. In toto, these conditions may result in a fish price reduction up 
to 10 percent from the values quoted by the company,
The remaining 20 percent of the salmonoid catch is personally dis­
posed of by the fishermen three ways. Most reach the fresh fish market 
in Bellingham, where they fetch the best prices. Small quantities may be 
smoked for custom orders, and a few are retained for personal use.
The winter catch of steelhead is not sold locally. Because the 
animal is classified as a sportsfish in the State of Washington, it can­
not be disposed of commercially. Therefore, most of those caught by the 
Lurami are transported either to Oregon or British Columbia for sale.
Conclusions
Reflection upon this chapter reveals some important changes. First 
is the relocation of the fishery. Formerly located as far afield as the 
San Juan Islands, activities are now virtually restricted to the Lummi 
Peninsula. Second, fishing techniques have altered to suit the confined
^Combined information supplied by Dale Ward and Don Lewis.
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area of present activity. The Indians have lost one of their important 
methods due to white incursion, and have not successfully retained one of 
the principal techniques presently used on Puget Sound, the purse seine. 
Third, traditionally fish were preserved to satisfy the needs of a sub­
sistence economy—food, feasts, and trade. Today, few are retained, and 
former subsistence values are expressed in dollars. Finally, $191,000 
if all found, would supply $5000 annually to approximately 39 families,
If there are 800 Lummi, then there are assuredly more than this number of 
family units,It would appear, therefore, that in a cash economy, un­
like that of aboriginal times, fish are unable to satisfy the needs and 
desires of the population. The picture given, then, is one of change 
which can only be classified as a decline, both in value, and the ultimate 
importance of salmon to the Lummi economy.
13-"^The figure of $5000 is one that was given by several Lummi, that 
they considered to be an average maximum. Further, the reader is reminded 
that $19If000 is a gross figure,
14See Chapter VII, Emergent Economic Alternatives, p, 70
CHAPTER V
THE DECLINE OF THE LUMMI SALMON FISHERY
No dociimentary has been written concerning the Lummi salmon de­
cline, The results of investigation, however, indicate a two period dimi­
nution. The first contraction, beginning in the 1880»s and terminating 
in the 1930*s, is focussed on the attrition of reef net locations. The 
second curtailment, occurring during the late 1950*s and early *60*s is 
centered on the loss of the Lummi purse seine fleet. The wane of the na­
tive sites and vessels has resulted in a partially quantifiable reduction 
in harvest values, and a relative diminution of the importance of fish in 
the people*s economy. In consequence, a movement away from halieutics to 
other endeavors may be observed.
Early Contraction
By the 1890*s whites were fishing intensively on Puget Sound, and 
the abandonment of native reef net sites and reef netting was in progress. 
There appears to be at least three reasons for this phenomenon. First, in 
1884 allotments, each varying in size from 80 to 160 acres, were assigned 
by the federal government to individuals domiciled on the reservation.^
^”An Act to provide for the allotment of lands in severalty to 
Indians on the various reservations, and to extend the protection of the 
laws of the States and Territories over the Indians, and for other pur­
poses,” An abstract of this act is to be found in: Sixteenth Annual 
Report of the Board of Indian Commissioners (Washington: Government 
Printing Office, 1884), pp, 38-40, This Act is also referred to as Senate 
Bill No, 48, or simply, the Coke Bill.
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Several Luinmi subsequently abandoned their island village and net sites 
for land donations on the LiJinmi Peninsula, Second, after reef net licenses 
were first issued by the Washington State Department of Fisheries in 1915» 
several Indians refused to purchase them, and subsequently vacated their 
locations.^ Third, and most important, many sites, the majority of which 
were situated on the western side of Lummi Island and on the mainland be­
tween Point Roberts and Chuckanut Bay, were deserted after the appearance 
of fish traps. The first one of these was built at Cannery Point, Point 
Roberts, 1880,^ The traps, larger and more efficient than reef nets, 
could be strategically placed to intercept the salmon before they reached 
Indian gear.
It appears that trap encroachment developed along two paths. On 
occasion, some verbal consent was reached between a fish company and the 
Indians, Two examples of such agreements were given by one informant.
The first simply involved an exchange of labor: the Caucasians helped 
the natives set up their reef nets, while the natives, on the other hand, 
aided the whites in constructing traps. The other accord featured the 
pa3Tnent of liquor to the natives for aid in trap construction,^ In the 
most common procedure the company simply placed its apparatus near net 
sites to intercept the fish. Once traps were established, more appeared, 
and the smaller reef nets were effectively blocked. At the time of their
^Interview with Mr. A1 Charles, December, 1968,
A, Rounsefell, and G, B, Kelly, '*The Salmon and Salmon Fish­
eries of Swiftsiu-e Bank, Puget Sound and the Fraser River,” Bulletin 
No, 27, U, S, Department of Commerce, Bureau of Fisheries (Washington:
U, S. Government Printing Office, 1938), p, 714,
interview with Ifr, Herman Olson, retired reef netter, November,
1968,
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outlaw in 1935» traps had replaced most reef net operations,5
During this period of attrition, the Luirani specialized in other 
methods of fishing such as gill netting and purse seining. When reef 
netting began to return after 1935» locations had passed to white control 
for the natives were, as one informant claimed, ’’asleep at the switch,” 
because of their other activities. Apparently the Lummi no longer con­
trol any sites; they do, however, operate locations licensed hy whites,^
Recent Decline
The second more recent decline of the Lummi fishery, emphasized by 
the disappearance of the purse seine fleet in the late 1950*s and early 
1960*s is related to emergent problems of the Pacific salmon fisheries, 
such as: (1) the debilitating effects of excessive competition for a 
dwindling resource, (2) increasing costs unmatched by proportionate in­
creases in fish prices, and (3) low, unstable earnings,*^ As the tradi­
tional native activity is part of the Pacific coast industry, an under­
standing of the significant Indian loss involves some appreciation of 
these factors in the general fishery decline,
A fundamental characteristic of the Pacific salmon fishery in 
Washington State is the privilege of unrestricted entry. In short, any-
^Sessions Laws of the State of Washington, 24th Session, January- 
March, 1935, Chapter I: Fish Traps and Fishing Regulations, pp, 3-8,
^A further discussion of the reef net areas and Lummi aspirations 
regarding them is to be found in: Lummi Indian Nation Overall Economic 
Development Program, Lummi Indian Reservation Redevelopment Area (Marietta; 
Lirnimi Indian Office of Economic Opportunity, 1968), pp, 67-68,
7a manuscript on the economics of the Pacific salmon fisheries is 
currently being prepared by J, A, Crutchfield and Giulio Pontecorvo,
This was reported in: Resources For the Future, Annual Report (Washing­
ton: Resources for the Future Incorporated, December, 1968), "pp. 97-99.
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one who purchases a license may fish. The upsurge of movement into the 
fisheries came after World War II, when sectors of the male labor force, 
previously preempted for essential wartime duties, were released. In 
^’‘^^tion resource stocks were plentiful and fish prices improved, making 
fishing a lucrative venture. This uncontrolled admittance, which reached 
its peak about 1955, is revealed in Table 2, The next five year period 
was one of retraction, mainly for purse seine fishermen, and it was dur­
ing this era that the natives lost much of their fleet. Since I960, the 
total number of fishermen in these selected industries has not changed 
appreciably, due to the fact that although the trolling sector exper­
ienced a drop in members, the purse seining and gill netting divisions 
have shown, once again, increased participation. The net effect of un­
restricted entry has been that more fishermen must share the available 
resource.
TABLE 2
NUMBER OF FISHERMEN IN SELECTED FISHERIES 
HJGET SOUND DISTRICT
Year Purse Gill Troll Total
1945 836 422 779 20371950 2415 780 1127 4322
1955 2831 1159 1205 5195
i960 1833 1117 1033 39831965 1959 1180 801 3940
Source: Calculated from: U, S,, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, 
Fishery Statistics of the U, S, (Washington: U, S, Government Printing 
Office), including the following publications: 1945 Statistical Digest 
18, p, 271; 1950 Statistical Digest 2?, p. 318; 1955 Statistical Digest 
41, pp. 292-293; i960 Statistical Digest 53, p, 341; I965 Statistical 
Digest 59, p. 414.
A corollary to the principle of unrestricted entry is an increase 
in operating units. Much of the same pattern of rise, decline and
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recovery is revealed in Table 3*
Commensurate with the influx of men and ships into the industry has 
been the developanent of more efficient gear. For example, Royce, al 
(1963) stated that by the 1950*s power blocks and drum seines had been 
perfected. Power blocks ’’doubled or trebled the number of sets a day a 
seine can make,” while a dr\mi seiner ’’may make as many as fifteen sets a 
day,” Again, nylon nets, with about twice the fish catching capacity of 
their natural fibre counterparts, replaced those made of cotton and linen,^ 
Besides adding to the costs of fishing, the efficient gear has intensified 
competition between fishermen, and has further increased pressure upon the 
available resource.
TABLE 3
NUMBER OF VESSELS IN SELECTED FISHERIES 
BOATS AND VESSELS COMBII^ED 
PUGET SOUND DISTRICT^
Year Purse Gill Troll Total
1945 102 467 928
1950 304 669 698 1671
1955 395 1014 777 2186
i960 264 992 741 19971965 578 1035 632 2245
^Boats are under 5 tons registered weight
Source: The figures for this table are calculated from the 
same sources as for that of Table 2, p, 42,
Unrestricted entry, increased unit operation and gear efficiency 
imply increasing fish landings. Such is not the case, ’’Salmon in both
F, Royce at al,, Salmon Gear Limitation in Narthern Washington 
Waters (Seattle: University of Washington Printing Press, I963), pp, 2-4,
't
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the Atlantic and Pacific, blue whales of the Antarctic, North Sea herring. 
Pacific sardines and many other species are becoming less plentiful
Table 4 illustrates the disastrous salmon landing decline in Wash­
ington State since World War II, This diminution has been due recently 
to a reduction of chum and pink salmon yields. While the chum run has 
been reduced by approximately 42 percent between 1963 and 1966, the large 
pink run of 1963 produced in 1965 the lowest odd-year return yet record­
ed, The causes of this erosion of the landings are not yet fully under­
stood, It is thought, however, that on Puget Sound, besides fishing 
pressure, flooding has played an important role in the pink decline, while
TABLE 4
COMPARATIVE WASHINGTON SALMON UNDINGS 
BY TWO YEAR PERIODS
Year Povmds of Salmon
1945-46 120.575,479
1947-48 125,656.334
1949-50 121,620,381
1951-52 125.695,989
1953-54 133,746,858
1955-56 90,464,518
1957-58 99.209.5131959-60 58,796,611
1961-62 52,754,100
1963-64 76,257,201
1965-66 62,641,404
Source: State of Washington, Department of Fisheries, I966 Fish- 
eries Statistics Report, p, 15,
^F, T, Christy and Anthony Scott, The Common Wealth In Ocean 
Fisheries (Baltimore: John Hopkins Press, I965), p, 1,
^^aken from the table entitled, ’^Washington Salmon Landings by 
Species (All Districts) In Numbers of Fish," State of Washington, Depart­
ment of Fisheries, I966 Fisheries Statistics Report, (Olympia: State 
Printing Press, I967), p, 20,
^5
urbanization has figured heavily in chum losses.Landings of chinook 
and sockeye, which prior to about 1957 bad been generally declining, have 
been stabilized and improved by the success of hatchery techniques and 
harvesting controls.
A consequence of unrestricted entry, increased efficiency, and a 
dwindling resource is the significant decline of the average potential 
catch per license, as shown by Figure 12. From a high mean of approxi­
mately 9868 fish per license for the odd-year highs from 1945 to 1953, the 
catch has diminished to a mean of 2801 fish per license for the odd-year 
highs during the I96I to 1966 period,
Another affliction of the state fishery is that of increasing 
costs. New vessel prices, obtained through personal contact with ship­
builders, evince most readily the inflation of expenditures for labor and 
materials since World War II, By inference, increased maintenance costs 
are reflected by these figures. One Seattle builder, who wished to remain 
anonymous, claimed that the construction cost of a 5? foot steel seine 
boat, completely equipped, rose from $49,000 in 1955 to $133,000 in 1968.
A second builder located in Blaine, suggested that for a 58 foot ’’Alaska 
limit” boat, the price rose from $50,000 in 1945 to $110,000 in 1968.^^
Of interest, too, is the cumulative valuation of one Lummi operated 
58 foot seine boat: (1) new price, 1953~$35.000, (2) first resale price,
11Conversation with Washington State Department of Fisheries 
Officials, January, 1969*
^^Ibid.
^he mean of 9768 fish is somewhat high because 15,115 lish per 
license were caught in 1947, nearly double that of the average of the other 
odd-year figures.
interview with Mr. Carl Berg, President, Berg Shipyard, Incor­
porated, November, 1968.
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CATCH PER LICENSE* PURSE SEINE, GILL NET COMBINED
(all salmon. PUGET SOUND)
ASSUMES THAT ALL LICENSES WERE USED
FIG. 12 SOURCE: WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF
FISHERIES, 1966 FISHERIES STATISTICAL 
REPORT



























































